
Salamanda Tandem: White Cane  
 

WHITE CANE is a series of site-specific performances made by blind, visually 
impaired (VI) and sighted musicians/dancers/choreographers who lead a public of 
passers by and invited audiences into a fascinating world of sonic vision. As blind 
and VI long cane performers 
navigate public space, a unique 
perception of the environment 
emerges through touch, sound 
and movement, as the sound of 
the long cane is transmitted live 
to audiences through radio 
headphones. Tuning in to this 
parallel universe, audiences hear 
the ground underneath their feet, 
sense the shift of air between the 
buildings, and re-imagine the 
space around them. White Cane uniquely combines dance, live viola, music, 
location recording and the spoken/sung audio description of a live choreographer 
to engage audiences who enter into dialogue with VI performers, to become part 
of the performance itself.  
 
WHITE CANE can be performed in 
any space. Whether on busy city 
streets, railway platforms, parks, 
in art gallery spaces, quarries, 
houses or interiors, White Cane 
offers an intriguingly novel way 
to invite audiences of all ages to 
engage, and ignite their curiosity. 
Not limited by the need for 
special lighting, staging, a PA, or even electricity, promoters can be imaginative in 
how they approach programming the work with us. The work sits well in any 
festival context see accompanying photos here where bespoke versions have been 
made for Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival, Spitalfields Music Summer 
Festival, Flipside YAK Festival @First Site Gallery, Ludus Leeds Performance 
Festival, Wirksworth Festival, & as the closing ceremony of an international dance 
and visual impairment symposium in Estonia. 
 
We are looking to continue developing adventurous bespoke artworks for site-
specific locations supported by a strong commitment from partners to work with 
us to involve visually impaired people to engage audiences in new ways. 



Salamanda Tandem place the lived experience of blind, visually impaired, 
disabled people & their families at the centre, to engineer state of the art 
performance. Founded in 1989, the company are internationally recognised as 
pioneers; bringing art, aesthetics, wellbeing and ethics side by side to nurture & 
celebrate the deepest resources of human creativity.  

 
  Access As Art 
White Cane access is central to the 
art and ethos of Salamanda 
Tandem. The live show is audio 
described and widely accessible, 
but also tactile maps, braille, & 
large print information are 
available pre or post show.  
 
For audio info, scan QR code 

 
 
 
  
 

 
or visit 
www.salamanda-
tandem.org.uk 
 

 
 

Artists Performers: 
Isabel Jones:  Composer/Singer/Audio Describer/Choreographer 
Duncan Chapman:  Composer/Performer,  
Mickel Smithen: Long Cane Performer/Dance Artist 
Takashi Kikuchi: Viola Player/Long Cane 
Performer/Dance Artist 
Indra Slavena:  Dance Artist / Long Cane Performer  
Sam White: Dance Artist.  
Geoffrey Fielding: Photographer 
 
White Cane is Supported by:  

 


